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You do this by ensuring the No-CD/No-DVD patch matches the game you're planning to put the patch in, and that the
No-CD/No-DVD patch is in the same folder as the game. Make sure you've got a game that includes a title that is
completely different from that of the No-CD/No-DVD patch, and that the title of the No-CD/No-DVD patch matches
the title of the game you're planning to patch. Check that the No-CD/No-DVD patch is in the same folder as the game
that you plan to patch. For example: I'm patching a game that is in the folder My Documents\Games\My Game
Title\MP5\patch. I'll run the patch, and the patch will look for the game with a title of my game title (My Game Title).
If the game does not have a title that is completely different than my game title, or the title of the No-CD/No-DVD
patch does not match the title of the game, then the patch will not run, or patch will not find any game files to patch in
the first place. Important:If you get an error saying that your patch "failed to load game data", then the game you are
patching must not be a full game in the first place, or must be full game and not have a No-CD/No-DVD patch (i.e.,
the game in the folder where the patch is located should be a No-CD/No-DVD patch). CAUTION:If you get an error
saying that your patch "failed to load game data", please contact a moderator of the Xbox 360 Gamers Yellow Forums
immediately, and your issue will be attended to as soon as possible. No-DVD Patch Requirements & Setup: When
patching a No-DVD game, the most important things to remember are that the No-DVD patch must be in the same
folder as the game you're patching, and it must be in the same folder as your game. For example: If I wanted to patch
a game with the title MyGameTitle.mp5, then I would need a No-DVD patch with the title MyGameTitle.mp5, and it
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would need to be in the same folder as the game, which in this case would be in the same folder as
MyGameTitle.mp5. Also, it should be in the same folder as the patch
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